
Past Perfect Passive Form

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

But this distribution, instead of spreading over the province, may be
reasonably confined to the peculiar districts where the victorious people
___________________ by their own choice, or by the policy of their leader.

1.

(plant)

His house ____________________ for books, which he was suspected,
and justly suspected, of having brought with him from abroad.
2.

(search)

The whirl of the water upward, which the vessel occasioned in rolling
partially back, brought me to the surface still more violently than I
___________________ beneath.

3.

(plunge)

A perilous raid ________________ deep into the country.4. (make)

It ________________________ so early, but was already passing the
islands into the great harbour.
5.

(not/expect)

With some difficulty he was borne to his bed, but he would not rest until
assured that his orders __________________, and the painting covered for
the time with a coat of lamp-black.

6.

(obey)

But nothing was now heard to the eastward; and he came to the conclusion
that he ____________________ by an excited fancy.
7.

(deceive)

He ___________________ by the patriarch's orders.8. (watch)

We thought all this ___________________, and were sorry to see it
threaten to break out again.
9.

(make up)

The coachman quietly slept on, so I had ample leisure to examine the
spot from whence the branch __________________ at me.
10.

(throw)

I _______________ to expect originality and independence.11. (lead)

Hats _____________________ of, and the great necessity which requires
two or three new ones every spring and fall had not arisen.
12.

(not/hear)
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Something in the tone of it struck to his heart, and he sprang as if he
___________________.
13.

(stab)

They _____________________ in writing a document of some sort.14.
(engross)

I thanked him, and I went home with tears in my eyes of gratitude and
consolation, though my big story ____________________ with thanks.
15.

(decline)

He __________________ in England over the Serbian work.16. (delay)

The greasy sheet ________________ from a prayer-book.17. (tear)

In a short time the decks were covered with them: the poor creatures
____________________ by the humanity of two English sailors, that they
might have the same chance with themselves of saving their lives.

18.

(release)

During that time, notwithstanding the researches they had made, no
human being ______________________.
19.

(discover)

As some one said, it was as if his friend ___________________-a friend
about whom he was unwilling to say much himself, but well pleased to have
others praise.

20.

(admire)
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